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Penta Microscope

Description

Penta Microscope 

Eyepiece: Ultra wide fields and compensating WF 10x paired eyepiece 5 pairs. 

Magnification: 40X-1000X Standard Optionally up to 2000X 

Focusing: Low and forward position Co-axial coarse and fine focusing mechanism supported on ball
bearing with tension control ring and pre-focus stopper. Coarse focus 30mm. Fine motion reading to
0.002mm. 

Condenser: Swing out condenser N.A. 09/0.25 to provide perfect illumination under all magnification
to all the observers. 

Observation Head: One number high Transmission and top of Trinocular head include
Compensation free 360 rotatable. Four numbers compensations free Binocular Head inclined and
360 rotatable.  

Light Pointer: A Movable Built In Green Led Pointer (brightness Adjustable). 

  

Educational Lab Equipments are leading manufacturers, suppliers of Penta Microscope. Contact us
to get high quality Penta Microscope for schools, colleges, universities, research labs, laboratories
and various industries. 
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control ring and pre-focus stopper. Coarse focus 30mm. Fine motion reading to 0.002mm.
Condenser: Swing out condenser N.A. 09/0.25 to provide perfect illumination under all magnification
to all the observers. Observation Head: One number high Transmission and top of Trinocular head
include Compensation free 360 rotatable. Four numbers compensations free Binocular Head inclined
and 360 rotatable. Light Pointer: A Movable Built In Green Led Pointer (brightness Adjustable).
Educational Lab Equipments are leading manufacturers, suppliers of Penta Microscope. Contact us
to get high quality Penta Microscope for schools, colleges, universities, research labs, laboratories
and various industries.", "brand": "Educational Lab Equipments", "sku": "5", "gtin8": "5", "gtin13": "5",
"gtin14": "5", "mpn": "5", "aggregateRating": { "@type": "AggregateRating", "ratingValue": "5",
"bestRating": "5", "worstRating": "0", "ratingCount": "20" } } 
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